
Daniel Terefe
Passionate and Dynamic Web Developer / Programmer

Phone : +1 (404) 514-2866 |Email : danie lnegeri2017@gmai l .com | LinkedIn | Github

FULL-STACK DEVELOPMENT | EXPERT KNOWLEDGE IN REACT.JS .

As a Full Stack Developer, I excel in both front-end and back-end technologies, emphasizing user-centric experiences with React.js.
My coding philosophy prioritizes efficiency and code reusability, ensuring scalable solutions and streamlined development processes.
Rooted in strong ethics, my collaborative approach fosters effective teamwork, creating a dynamic environment for digital excellence.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Full Stack Web Developer (MERN).
GoldenTechSpace,Georgia | September 2023–Present

 Craft world-class, user-centric web applications on platforms like Bootstrap, Shopify,word-press, and React, catering to diverse
client needs.

 Developed a dynamic website driving a 25% sales surge through high traffic, engaging visuals, and intuitive user experience.

 Obsessed with building pixel-perfect applications that exceed client expectations, resulting in a 44% rise in satisfied customers.
 Thrive in fast-paced environments, collaborating seamlessly with designers, QA, and fellow developers to deliver exceptional

web products on time and within budget.

TECHNICAL PROFILE (SKILLS):

 Front-End: HTML5 | CSS3 | JavaScript | ES6 | Sass |JSX

 Back-End: Node.js | NPM | REST API | Express.js | MySQL | MongoDB | PHP | MVC | JSON

 Version Control System: Git (Git Flow) | SCRUM | Agile | GitHub
 Frameworks |Libraries | CMS : Bootstrap | jQuery | React | WordPress | Shopify | Squarespace | Adobe Photoshop (Design tool)

Key proficiencies

Responsive Web Application Development | Creative Mindset and Problem-Solving | Efficient Time Utilization | Committed |

Collaborative Harmony | Flexibility |User Interface Crafting | Diligent Focus on Particulars | Collaborative Problem-Solving |

Lifelong Learning and Remaining Up-to-Date

Education

Evangadi Networks |Certificate in Full Stack Web Development

PERSONAL PROJECTS:

 Crafted a personal portfolio website using React.js, React Bootstrap, SaaS, framer-motion, and Material UI to showcase
detailed information and a project collection.

 Developed an Amazon-clone with React, ensuring a fully functional online shopping experience, complete with secure
payment methods, spanning front and back-end development.

 Implemented a React-based Netflix-clone, delivering a seamless streaming experience for movies and TV shows.
 Recreated Apple's website using React, with custom components and full functional routing. Integrated Apple's YouTube

channel and latest news through REST API to enhance user experience.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/daniel-terefe-b6a576216/
https://github.com/Danielgitu

